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Abstract
The aim of the present empirical study is two-fold. The first aim is to investigate why Thai university students
perceive a certain tone better than others or why a certain tone is more difficult to perceive than others. The
second aim is to examine to what extent Thai university students can perceive four Chinese Mandarin tones. 14
volunteer university students (2 males; 12 females) participated in the study. Research tools were structured
interview and the perception test. The findings from the interview reveal that 9 out of 14 (64%) students claimed
that tone 4 was the easiest tone either to perceive or produce. In contrast, 10 out of 14 (71%) stated that tone 3
was the most difficult one to perceive. The qualitative data findings from the interview were greatly consistent
with the quantitative data ones from the perception test. That is, Thai speakers performed well in tone 4 (mean
scores 24.92 or 99.68%) and tone 1 (24.35 or 97.40%). On the other end of the scale, they had some difficulty
identifying tone 2 (21.42 or 85.68%) and tone 3 (19.50 or 78%). It can be concluded that firstly, the hierarchy of
tone accessibility from the least difficult to the most difficult one was tone 4 > tone 1 > tone 2 > tone 3. Secondly,
students’ native language (Thai) or L1 plays a crucial role to their tonal acquisition when Thai speakers deal with
foreign lexical tones. For one important reason, tones 1 and 4 in Chinese are very similar to the mid tone and the
falling tone in Thai, respectively.
Keywords: Chinese tone, Thai speakers, tone perception
1. Introduction
1.1 Introduce the Problem
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Chinese courses are available in universities, colleges, secondary
schools, or weekend school, no matter which continent one goes to. 506 public universities have Chinese
language programs in North America. In Europe, particularly in France, 152 universities offer Chinese courses.
In Australia, Chinese was available at 29 universities in 2001. In Asia, South Korea has the highest number of
students (approximately over a hundred thousand students) who learn Chinese as a foreign language (CFL)
(Xing, 2006). In Thailand, the Chinese language plays an increasingly important role, and the number of Thai
students has taken Chinese language courses three times over the past 5 years. Theerawongseri (2009), a former
Thai diplomat at Guangzhou, claimed that over 10 Confucian Institutes were set up in many Thai universities to
promote Chinese language and culture. These Confucian institutes in Thai public universities also provided
Chinese courses to serve the high demand in their areas. Nonetheless, what a former Thai Consul-General
mentions is compatible with what Masuntisuk (2009)—a researcher from Chinese Studies Center, Institute of
Asian Studies, Chulalongkorn University— states in that the high demand for Chinese comes with many
problems, namely the lack of Chinese teachers, inappropriateness of the textbooks, ineffectiveness of the
teaching methodology and learning, and so on. Furthermore, the researchers found that not much research on
Chinese language teaching and learning, particularly how Thai people deal with the Mandarin Chinese sound
system (consonants, vowels, and tones) has been conducted. In terms of Chinese tonal acquisition by Thai
speakers, surprisingly, only two research studies by Chen (2012), conducted in Taiwan, and Li (2016), conducted
in the People’s Republic of China, were found, but they suggested different research findings. That is, Chen
ranked the level of tonal difficulty from low to high level: tone1> tone 4> tone 3> tone 2. Thus, Thai speakers
performed best in tone 1 and had some difficulty coping with tone 2. On the other hand, Li’s study illustrates a
different hierarchy of tonal accessibility: tone4 > tone 1> tone 2 > tone 3. Tone 4 outperformed the other three
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tones; tonne 3 reflected the poorest pperformance. Both studies were conduccted in native Chinese spea
aking
countries w
where Chinesee was regardedd as a second language (CSL
L). As a resultt, the present study on Mandarin
Chinese toonal acquisitioon by Thai speeakers is not oonly to providde more researrch studies onn Chinese lang
guage
study, but also to paint a picture of whhat Thai speakeers who learn C
Chinese as a fooreign languagge (CFL) are fa
acing
and how tthey cope withh Chinese tonees, specificallyy the tones thaat do not exist in Thai phonoological system
m. In
addition, tthe findings can help futuree research to set up teachinng approachess to improve T
Thai learners’ tone
acquisitionn as well.
1.2 Four M
Mandarin Chinnese Tones
Before mooving forward to the presentt study, a brief summary off Chinese tones should be m
made. By and large,
l
Chinese has four major tones (Chen, 1997; Chen, 22012; Hallé, P
P., Chang, Y. & Best, C., 20004; Lin, 2007
7; Li,
2016; Mirracle, 1989; annd Xing, 20066). The first tone shows higgh flat pitch llevel (with pittch value 55). The
second tonne is high risinng (35). The thhird one reveaals a pitch conntour from low
w falling-risingg (214). Notice
e that
the secondd and the thirdd tone end withh a rising pitchh, but the secoond tone startss at the middlee point on the pitch
scale of toone. The third tone starts dipp to the lowestt pitch on the sscale (Xing, 20006). The finaal tone reflects high
falling (511). Below are four
f
Chinese ttones spoken bby a native Mandarin Chineese female speeaker. Each ton
ne on
the syllablle /ma/ represeents a different lexical item.

Figure 1. C
Classification oof Four Mandaarin Chinese T
Tones
Source: Tilllmann et al (22011).
1.3 Researrch Objectives
1.

To innvestigate the reasons
r
why Thhai university students perceeive a certain tone better thann others.

2.

To exxamine how Thhai university students perceeive the four C
Chinese Mandaarin tones.

1.4 Researrch Questions
1.

Why do Thai univeersity students perceive a cerrtain tone betteer than others?

2.

To w
what extent can Thai universitty students perrceive the fourr Chinese Mandarin tones?

2. Method
d
2.1 Particiipants
14 second year students from a Thai unniversity volunnteered to partticipate in the ppresent study ((12 female stud
dents;
2 male stuudents). All off them had regiistered for Chiinese I in the ffirst semester of academic yyear 2015 and were
taking Chiinese II at the time this studdy was conduccted. Their agee range was beetween 20-22 yyears old and none
had overseeas experiencee in any Chinesse speaking coountries. As L22 speakers of M
Mandarin, all pparticipants ha
ad no
history of hearing impairrments or speeech disorders aat the time of thhe present studdy.
2.2 Researrch Instrumentts
Two instruuments were employed
e
in thhis study. Thee first instrum
ment was a struuctured interviiew. The interrview
consisted oof two major part. The firstt part was to hhave the particcipants arrangee the tone hierrarchy on the scale
from the eeasiest tone to the most difficult one. The second part deealt with the reeasons why onne tone becam
me the
easiest or the most diffiicult one. Thee second instruument was a pperception testt, consisting oof 100 questions to
cover fourr Chinese tonees (25 test stim
muli in each ttone). Since thhis study focuused on tone pperception, alll 100
tokens werre monosyllabic words withoout any contexxt. All 100 queestions represennting 100 tokeens shared the same
answer chooices (a. tone 1, b. tone 2, c. tone 3, and d. tone 4). A sam
mple of the ansswer sheet is inn Appendix A. It is
very impoortant to note that the objecctive for havinng the intervieew before the perception tesst was because the
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researcherrs intended to investigate thee participants’ genuine opinnions about theeir tone perforrmance. Otherw
wise,
they mightt have some innfluence on thee perception teest.
2.3 Researrch Validity and Reliability
In terms oof content validdity, the researrchers collected 120 monosyyllabic words ffrom a Chinese I textbook. Then,
T
the selecteed tokens werre presented inn the form off the Item-Objjective Congrruence Index ((IOC) to two Thai
Chinese innstructors who taught Chinesse courses in a different univversity to exam
mine the tokenss as to whetherr they
fitted the objectives of the study or not. The statiistical results in each question by the tw
wo instructors were
between 0.5-1.00 which was in a suitaable range for content validiity. To ensure tthat the percepption test quesstions
were clearr enough for thhe participants, a pilot projeect to examinee the perceptioon test was laaunched in sum
mmer
2014 withh 10 students. After
A
the pilott project the researchers maade a few channges and finally only 100 to
okens
were emplloyed in the prresent study.
2.4 Data C
Collection andd Procedure
To elicit frresh and genuine learners’ oopinions aboutt the four Chinnese tones, thee interview waas launched and the
perceptionn test was provided later. Siince all 14 paarticipants werre taking Chinnese II with oone member of the
researcherr team, individdual interview
ws were arrangged at their aappropriate tim
me in a quiet room. They were
informed tto be tape-recoorded during tthe interview. O
One member oof the researchher team actedd as the interviiewer
and began the interview by asking a feew general queestions about thheir Chinese sttudy to releasee some nervousness
and pressuure from the innterviewees. T
Then, two majjor questions w
were asked. O
One was to havve the interviewees
arrange thee tone hierarchhy on the scalee from the easiiest tone to thee most difficultt one. Second, they were ask
ked to
provide reeasons why a certain
c
tone w
was so difficult or easy for tthem. Individuual interviewees spent 5 min
nutes
completingg the session. After the inteerview, the reseearchers listenned to the tapee recorder andd made notes of
o the
interview. Two days lateer, a 100-questtion perceptionn test was giveen to the participants. All paarticipants took the
test at the same time in a soundprooff room. Duringg the test timee, in each question they listeened to the stiimuli
produced bby a native Chhinese female sspeaker from a tape recorder. Each term waas read twice. The pause betw
ween
the first annd second readdings was 3-4 seconds. Afterr the second reeading, the parrticipants had to identify the
e best
tone from the answer shheet (a. tone 1, b. tone 2, c. tone 3, and dd. tone 4). They were inform
med not to skip
p any
questions, listen to the tape only onne time, and spend 10 minnutes completting the test. After the testt, the
researcherrs collected thee answer sheetts and enteredd the participannts’ test scoress on a computter program fo
or the
statistical aanalysis.
3. Results
To answerr the first research questionn (Why do Thhai university students percceive a certainn tone better than
others?), iindividual partticipants went through the strructured intervview in a quiett room with a ttape recorder and
a a
head-mounnted microphoone. As mentiioned before, they were reqquired to answ
wer two majorr questions. One is
“Could yoou arrange thee tone on the sscale from thee easiest to thee most difficuult one?” The second question is
“Why is toone X the easiiest one, and w
why is tone Y the most diffficult one?” Thherefore, this ppart is divided
d into
two subparrts to fit the tw
wo interview quuestions
3.1 Hierarrchy of Tonal Accessibility
A
When askeed to arrange the
t tone accessibility from thhe easiest to thhe most difficuult, most Thai participants (9 out
of 14 or 644%) claimed thhat tone 4 was the easiest onne for them to pproduce and iddentify (see Apppendix B for more
details). Foour students (oor 29%) statedd that tone 1 waas the easiest oone; only one sstudent (7%) m
mentioned thatt tone
3 was the easiest one to produce. Wheen asked to ideentify the secoond easiest tonne, the answerss were varied. That
is, seven sstudents (50%)) mentioned toone 1; 4 studeents (29%) optted for tone 4;; and three stuudents (21%) chose
c
tone 2. In terms of the most
m
difficult tone, 10 out oof 14 (71%) innsisted that tone 3 was theirr major obstac
cle. 4
students (229%) said thatt tone 2 was thheir most diffiicult tone. Whhen asked to iddentify the seccond most diffficult,
the answeers were varied. Seven studdents (50%) oopted for tone 2; three studdents (21%) chose tone 3; three
students (221%) selectedd tone 1; and one student ((7%) identifiedd tone 4. To sum up their answers, Figu
ure 2
reflects thee hierarchy of tone accessibiility from the innterview.
Tone 4

Tone 2

Tone 1

Tonne 3

Figure 2.
2 The Hierarcchy of Tonal A
Accessibility (leeast difficult  most difficuult)
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3.2 Reasonns behind Tonaal Accessibilityy
Most partiicipants (64%)) confirmed thhat tone 4 wass fairly clear-ccut for them. F
For example, w
when producin
ng it,
they had tto move their pitch abruptlyy from high to low. Or, wheen they listened to it, they could find the pitch
change mooving from a very
v
high pitchh to a very low
w pitch. The aairstream mechhanism was veery sharp but short.
s
Some reflected that thiss tone was a heavy one annd the air wass held for a ffew seconds bbefore immediiately
releasing iit. As mentionned earlier, 29%
% claimed thatt tone 1 was thhe easiest tonee. When they w
were asked to state
the reasonn, the participaants claimed thhat this tone diid not require any air stream
m or energy to produce. The tone
level was cconsistent, flatt, and similar tto the mid tonee in their nativve language (T
Thai). Two partticipants stated
d that
Tone 1 reqquired the leasst amount of aair o produce w
when compared to the other three Chinesee tones. It was very
similar to tthe normal air they used wheen speaking Thhai.
In terms oof tone difficuulty, most partticipants (71%
%) stated the ttone 3 was thheir major obsstacle. Most of the
participantts claimed thaat they were confused by ttones 2 and 33. They couldd not perceive the pitch con
ntour
difference between the two
t
tones in thhat tone 2 had a sharp rise (335) and tone 3 started from a low level and the
pitch wentt slightly deepper before goinng up (214). H
However, som
me realized thaat tone 3 requuired a longer pitch
contour orr the pitch wennt deeper and longer than toone 2. One parrticipant statedd that tone 3’s pitch stayed in the
throat; thee sound did not
n come out from the mouuth. Interestinngly, one partiicipant mentiooned that s/he was
confused bbetween toness 3 and 1 in thhe sense that tthe pitch wentt up and downn, and had no confusion betw
ween
tones 2 andd 3. In his/her opinion, tone 2 was easy sinnce it was shorrt and obvious..
To answerr the second research
r
questtion (To what extent can T
Thai universityy students percceive four Chinese
Mandarin tones?), a quaantitative data set is presented in the form oof descriptive sstatistics as folllows.
Table 1. D
Descriptive Stattistics from thee Perception T
Test
N = 14
tone11
tone22
tone33
tone44

Min
22.00
18.00
9.00
24.00

Max
25.00
25.00
24.00
25.00

Suum
3411.00
3000.00
2733.00
3499.00

Mean (%)
224.35 (97.40)
221.42 (85.68)
119.50 (78.00)
224.92 (99.68)

SD
0.92
2.34
4.25
0.26

Figure 3. Peerception Test Scores
In Table 11, Thai universsity students rreveal an outsttanding perforrmance in tonees 1 and 4. Too be more specific,
they had aan impressive performance
p
inn tone 4; 13 ouut of 14 particiipants could acchieve 100% aaccuracy in the
e test.
The meann score was 244.92 out of 255 (or 99.68%). More detailss are in Appenndix C. In adddition, its stan
ndard
deviation (SD) was thee lowest (0.266). This refleccts that the am
mount of variiation or disppersion of a set of
participantts’ scores was close to the m
mean score. Inn other words,, the lower SD
D the group caan show, the better
b
performannce the group has.
h Not surprrisingly, its maaximum and m
minimum scorees were very cclose (min 24; max
25). Tone 1 also reveals another fantasstic performancce with a veryy high mean scoore (24.35 or 997.40%) and a very
low SD (00.92). Howeverr, the participaants’ scores dropped in toness 2 and 3. In ttone 2, the meaan score was 21.42
2
(or 85.68%
%). The gap beetween its maxximum and miinimum scoress was wider (m
min18; max 255); the SD (2.3
34) is
more wideespread than thhat in tones 1 and 4. When ccompared to thhe other three tones, tone 3 reveals the po
oorest
performannce. The mean score was 19..50 (or 78%). In addition, noo participants identified the tones from the
e test
100% corrrectly; in otheer words, it waas the only toone in which nno perfect score from a singgle participantt was
found. Thee gap betweenn maximum annd minimum sscore was mucch wider (min 9; max 24) w
with the highesst SD
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(4.25). To draw a concluusion, the scale of mean scoores and percenntages in the ffour tones from
m the highest to the
lowest wass: tone 4, tone1, tone 2, and tone 3, respecctively. To visuualize the partiicipants’ perforrmance, Figure
e 3 is
a bar chartt to make a vissual summary oof the studentss’ scores.
4. Discusssion
When a qqualitative datta from the innterview (to aanswer the fiirst research qquestion) was compared with a
quantitativve data from thhe perception test (to answeer the second research questtion), both datta sets were highly
compatiblee. That is, tonne 4 was the eeasiest one; toone 1 was the second easiesst one; and tonne 3 was the most
difficult onne; and tone 2 was the seconnd most difficuult one. The fiindings in the present study are congruent with
those in L
Li’s (2016) studdy (conductedd in China), buut they were ddifferent from the ones in C
Chen’s (2012) study
s
(conductedd in Taiwan). In the latter sstudy, tone 2 was the most difficult and tone 3 becam
me the second most
difficult. T
Tone 1 and toone 4 showedd the highest aand second hiighest scores, respectively. Therefore, Ch
hen’s
hierarchy oof tone accesssibility from thhe least difficuult to the most difficult one w
was tone1 > tone 4> tone 3> tone
2. Althouggh the findingss from Chen’s study was diffferent from thhose in Li (20116) and the preesent study, ton
nes 2
and 3 dem
monstrated an uphill
u
task for native Thai sppeakers. Below
w are the reasoons behind tonnal accessibilitty for
Thai speakkers.
Why weree tone 1, and paarticularly tonee 4 easy for Thhai participantss to perceive? To answer thiss question, the tone
contour annd pitch level should be takeen into accounnt. Generally, ttone 4 in Chinnese is very sim
milar to the fa
alling
tone in Thhai. That is, inn Chinese tonee 4 the pitch leevel moves froom high to low
w (51/HL), buut in the conne
ected
speech thee pitch might not
n drop down to the lowest as in a carefull speech. In othher words, thee pitch range ca
an be
52 or 53 (L
Lin, 2007). Eitther in carefull or connected speech, the piitch level still ggoes from highh to low. Likew
wise,
the pitch iin the Thai falling tone (or ssiǎŋ tʰou) startts from the miid level and m
moves up and eends with a su
udden
fall (see F
Figure 4). Nott surprisingly, in the interviiew session, a few Thai paarticipants statted that they could
c
perceive thhe pitch level moving from high to low inn a sudden maanner when deealing with tonne 4. Therefore
e, the
Chinese toone 4, as a forreign lexical toone, was an obbvious tone foor Thai speakeers to perceive for the pitch level
reason. Mandarin Chineese tone 1 wass another tone that Thais perrceived well bbecause it was similar to the
e mid
tone in Thhai. In general, tone 1’s pitchh level is 55. It is a flat tone w
with a very higgh pitch level. The Thai mid
d tone
has a slighht fall all the way
w and movess up a bit at thhe end (see Figgure 4). However, the pitch level in Thai is
i not
as high as that in Chinese (see Figure 1). During thhe interview, thhe researcher aalso found thatt some particip
pants
mentionedd that they had employed the Thai mid tonee as a model w
when coping wiith Chinese tonne 1.

Figure 4. Thai
T Tones Reecorded by Moorén and Zsiga (2006, as quooted in Zsiga 20007).
Next, whyy was tone 3 thhe most difficuult one for natiive Thai speakkers? Many paarticipants claim
med that they were
confused bby tones 2 and 3. By and largge, the confusiion between thhese tones is noot a very surprrising phenome
enon.
The previoous studies, paarticularly condducted with noon-tonal speakeers, namely naative English speakers, share
ed the
same results (Chen, 19997; Miracle, 1989; Tao and Guo, 2008, too name a few
w). Not only w
were native En
nglish
speakers cconfused by tones 2 and 3, but they alsso struggled too deal with toones 1 and 4. Unlike non-tonal
language sspeakers, tonall language learrners, such as native Thai sppeakers, still hhave some advvantages in learrning
foreign lexical tones (H
Hallé et al., 22004; Waylandd & Guion, 22004; Winke 2007). In thee present study, as
mentionedd earlier, Thai participants w
were not able tto identify tonne 2 from tonee 3 well. Onlyy a few particip
pants
stated thatt both tones weere truly differrent. That is, toone 2 was a sllightly shorter than tone 3. W
We propose tha
at the
Thai risingg tone (siǎŋ j̀att̀
a awa) is veryy close to tonee 3 in Chinesee. Figure 5 shoows that the ccontour shape from
both Thai and Chinese tones
t
look alikke. Tone3’s pitch direction m
moves deeper down than tonne 2’s. As a re
esult,
Thai speakkers should haave performedd well in tone 3, but they hhad not done iit well becausse of the confu
usion
between toones 2 and 3. If Chinese haad only either tone 2 or tonne 3, Thai speakers would aacquire it easilly. In
reality, Chhinese tones 2 and 3 share certain comm
mon and differrent features. That is, both Chinese tones are
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contour toones. Tone 2 iss a rising tonee; tone 3 is a falling-rising or dipping tonne (Chen, 2012). They share the
rising pitchh direction. Hoowever, tone 2 pitch does noot go as deep ddown as tone 3 does. As a reesult, tone 2’s pitch
duration iss shorter than the other. Moost Thai particcipants might not perceive tthis differencee well enough.. The
confusion fits the inform
mation from thee interview sesssion. That is, some participaants claimed thhat both tones were
very confuusing for them to perceive annd produce, annd they were noot able to distinnguish one froom the other.

Figure 5. A Tonal Com
mparision betw
ween Two Langgangues
4.1 Pedagoogical Perspecctives
Even thouugh Thai speakkers perform w
well in tone 1 (level tone), tthe pitch levell in Chinese toone 1 (55) is much
m
higher thann that in Thai mid
m tone. The instructors shoould pay speciial attention too this feature annd emphasize these
different ppitch levels bettween the Thaii mid tone andd the Chinese toone 1 in the cllassroom. Tonees 2 and 3 requ
uire a
great deal of practice with time and ennergy to pronouunce and perceeive. Writing a diagram can be a helpful to
ool to
visualize hhow a pitch movement
m
or ppitch level is m
made. For exam
mple, tone 2 sstarts from low
w level and ha
as an
immediatee sharp rise. We
W agree with C
Cao (2002)’s ssuggestion thaat tone 3 can bbe represented by a tub or trrough
shaped diaagram to implaant the idea off the duration of the dip beffore the immeddiate rise. Tonne 4 might not be a
great conccern since mostt Thai speakerrs perform it faairly well. Agaain, the Thai faalling tone (siaa ŋ t ou) req
quires
a bit longeer time to prodduce as a contoour tone. Thus,, it is very closse to Chinese ttone 4 in the ppitch direction from
high to low
w level, but theey are not the same tone. For one importannt reason, the T
Thai falling tonne does not require
as a sharp fall as Chinesse tone 4 does. As a result, tthe attention can be paid to aan immediate sharp fall to fit
f the
pitch valuee 51 when the instructors havve the studentss practice in cllassroom.
5. Conclussion
The presennt study invesstigated how nnative Thai speeakers dealt w
with foreign lexxical tones. Fiirstly, the interrview
was launchhed to gain inn-depth inform
mation about thheir opinions on their Chineese tone perfoormance. Laterr, the
researcherrs employed thhe perception ttest to measuree Thai particippants’ performaance to examinne whether the
e test
scores werre compatible with the findiings from the interview or nnot. It can be ssummarized thhat both qualittative
data (from
m the interview
w) and quantittative data (froom the percepption test) reveeal that tone 4 outperformed
d the
other threee tones. For onne important rreason, tone 4 was very closse to the fallinng tone in Thaai. However, to
one 3
became the most difficult one to perceeive (and produuce) even thouugh it was simiilar to the risinng tone in Thai, the
participantts were confussed by Chinesse tone 2. To a certain extent, L1 or the mother tongue had a signifficant
impact onn acquiring forreign lexical ttones, but it iis not always the case. Sinnce this study was conducte
ed in
Thailand, Chinese is reggarded as a fooreign languagge (CFL). The present findinngs, specifically the hierarch
hy of
tonal acceessibility, weree close to those in Li’s (20016) but ratherr different froom those in C
Chen’s (2012) even
though booth Li and Cheen conducted their studies iin native Chinnese speaking countries (Peeople’s Republlic of
China andd Taiwan, resppectively) wheere Chinese w
was regarded aas a second laanguage (CSL
L) for non-Chinese
speakers. As a result, more
m
research studies on thhis issue particularly in Thaailand or CFL
L contexts are
e still
needed.
5.1 Limitation and suggeestions for futuure studies
One of thee major limitattions in the prresent study is the number oof participants.. Generally, thhe larger numb
ber of
participantts in the reseaarch study, thee more reliablee the findings are. As a resuult, this studyy can be a step
pping
stone for T
Thai scholars to conduct m
more empirical research studdies with a higgh number of participants in
n the
future.
When stuudents’ perform
mance in speeech sounds iss measured, bboth perceptioon test and pproduction test are
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employed. The present study did not have a test to examine a production performance to reflect students’
pronunciation to confirm the findings. Thus, to paint the overall and complete picture of participant’s
performance on the four major Chinese Mandarin tones, the production test is highly recommended in future
studies.
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Appendix A
A sample of answer sheet
Name……………………………..………………………………………………………
1.

a.

b. ʹ

c. ∨

d. 丶

2.

a.

b. ʹ

c.

∨

d. 丶

3.

a.

b. ʹ

c.

∨

d. 丶

4.

a.

b. ʹ

c.

∨

d. 丶

c. ∨

d. 丶

:
:
100. a.

b. ʹ

Appendix B
Hierarchy of Tonal Accessibility
During the interviewing time, the individual participants were asked to arrange the tonal accessibility on the
scale from the easiest to the most difficult one. The data set below answers the first research question (Why do
Thai university students perceive a certain tone better than others?)
Participants

Least difficult  most difficult

S1

4

1

3

2

S2

4

2

1

3

S3

1

4

3

2

S4

1

2

4

3

S5

4

1

2

3

S6

4

2

1

3

S7

4

1

2

3

S8

3

4

1

2

S9

1

4

2

3

S10

1

4

2

3

S11

4

1

2

3

S12

4

1

2

3

S13

4

1

2

3

S14

4

1

3

2

Appendix C
Perception test score report
Scores from the perception test were employed to answer the second research question (To what extent can Thai
university students perceive four Chinese Mandarin tones?). In the test, the proportion of questions in each tone
was of 25 questions (100 questions in total).
Tone1

Tone2

Tone3

Tone4

(25 Q)

(25 Q)

(25 Q)

(25 Q)

S1

25.00

24.00

20.00

25.00

S2

25.00

20.00

19.00

25.00

S3

25.00

18.00

22.00

25.00

S4

25.00

24.00

24.00

25.00
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S5

24.00

22.00

23.00

25.00

S6

24.00

21.00

19.00

25.00

S7

24.00

24.00

15.00

25.00

S8

24.00

19.00

15.00

25.00

S9

22.00

20.00

9.00

25.00

S10 25.00

20.00

24.00

25.00

S11 23.00

24.00

18.00

25.00

S12 25.00

19.00

20.00

25.00

S13 25.00

25.00

24.00

25.00

S14 25.00

20.00

21.00

24.00
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